a John Foster
a William Inkit
a Hugh Sharp
a John Ward
a Thomas Sharp, jun.
a William Ward
a Thomas Bane
a Nulch Druke
a Thomas Hoole
a William Walker
a John Royd, gent.
a James Nisbett
a Robert Brought of
a William Woodroth
a Thomas Cook
a James Strickland
a John Fellow
a John Ashby, Spranter
a Paul Molyne
a Maker's Land
a T. Hardy
a Robert Woodroth, gent.
a John Hill
a Robert Woodroth
a William Hill

Bashers
a Robert Smith
a Francis Larkby
a John Mantell
a Thomas Ainge
a Thomas Sharp
a Thomas Hardly
a John Skirle
a George Sibby
a Robert Freeman, jun.
a Robert Jesman, jun.
a Dennis Moseby
a James Tipstaff, jun.
a Richard Freeman
a Gabriel Wollfere
a John Lathe